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Abstract
Purpose
Instrument development consistent with
best practices is necessary for effective
assessment and evaluation of learners
and programs across the medical
education continuum. The author
explored the extent to which current
factor analytic methods and other
techniques for establishing validity are
consistent with best practices.
Method
The author conducted electronic and
hand searches of the English-language
medical education literature published
January 2006 through December 2010.
To describe and assess current practices,

A
cross the continuum of medical
education, written examinations,
questionnaires, performance-based
checklists, and objective structured
clinical examinations are used to
assess outcomes at levels ranging from
the learner to the individual patient
and, ultimately, to the health of the
community.1 These instruments must be
developed carefully if they are to measure
outcomes precisely and accurately. If
they are poorly designed, there is an
increased risk that they will lead to
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she systematically abstracted reliability
and validity evidence as well as factor
analysis methods, data analysis, and
reported evidence from instrument
development articles reporting the
application of exploratory factor
analysis and principal component
analysis.
Results
Sixty-two articles met eligibility criteria.
They described 64 instruments and 95
factor analyses. Most studies provided at
least one source of evidence based on
test content. Almost all reported internal
consistency, providing evidence based
on internal structure. Evidence based on
response process and relationships with

misinformed or inaccurate conclusions
about learner knowledge, skills, and
attitudes, or program effectiveness. The
potential impact of this risk depends
on the proposed use of the instrument’s
scores. For example, a poorly designed
instrument could result in inaccurate
formative feedback to a third-year clerk,
an inaccurate statement of a resident’s
competency at a surgical procedure, or
a misinformed decision to reallocate
resources and terminate a program.
Therefore, it is critical that the quality
of measurement be consistent with
best practices for reliability and validity
evidence, especially for high-stakes
summative assessments and for credible
program evaluation.
Factor analysis is one method that is
useful for establishing evidence for
validity.2 Yet, psychology and general
education literature reviews2–8 of factor
analysis for instrument development
suggest methodological errors and
omissions in reporting, thus limiting the
potential for evaluation and replication.
In the medical education literature,
more broadly focused reviews9–16
consider multiple sources of reliability
and validity evidence in instrument

other variables was reported less often,
and evidence based on consequences of
testing was not identified. Factor analysis
findings suggest common method
selection errors and critical omissions in
reporting.
Conclusions
Given the limited reliability and validity
evidence provided for the reviewed
instruments, educators should carefully
consider the available supporting
evidence before adopting and applying
published instruments. Researchers
should design for, test, and report
additional evidence to strengthen the
argument for reliability and validity of
these measures for research and practice.

development; however, insufficient
reporting similarly limits the ability of
medical educators and researchers to
evaluate instruments for use. Existing
studies of measures focus on select
topics such as professionalism,11,16
script concordance,12 and continuing
medical education,13 but, to the best
of my knowledge, there has not been a
comprehensive review of instrument
development across the continuum of
medical education.
To address that gap, I reviewed medical
education (undergraduate, graduate, and
continuing) instrument development
articles that report exploratory factor
analysis (EFA) or principal component
analysis (PCA) to describe and assess
their reliability and validity evidence,
including factor analysis. Findings from
this study inform two research questions:
Within the medical education instrument
development literature, (1) to what
extent are techniques for establishing
validity consistent with the Standards for
Educational and Psychological Testing,17
and (2) to what extent are EFA and PCA
methods, data analysis, and reported
evidence consistent with factor analytic
best practices?
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Method

Literature search and eligibility criteria
I conducted an electronic search of
the medical education literature in
the MEDLINE, ERIC, PsycINFO, and
CINAHL databases, using variations
of the following search terms as they
appear in the thesaurus for each database:
validity, reliability, test construction,
psychometrics, factor analysis, measures
(individuals), measurement, medical
school, medical education, medical
student. All medical education research
articles that met the following criteria
were included in the review: (1) human
study, including but not limited to
medical students, residents, or physicians,
(2) development of a new or revised
instrument measuring knowledge,
skills, or attitudes or medical education
program effectiveness, (3) application of
EFA or PCA, (4) published in English,
and (5) published from January 2006
through December 2010. I reviewed
titles, abstracts, and full text as needed
to determine fit for inclusion according
to these eligibility criteria. Lastly, I hand
searched the reference lists of all included
articles.

review. The second reviewer coded six
randomly selected articles from the final
set in a peer-review process. As coding
decision points were dichotomous check
boxes, agreement occurred when we both
consistently indicated a characteristic as
present or not present in the study. We
discussed disagreements until we reached
consensus. The calculated agreement
for these six articles using proportion
of total agreements was 93.4% (range:
80.9%–100%).
Data abstraction and synthesis
The data abstraction process began with
documenting descriptive information
for each article, including coding the
outcome assessed or evaluated by the
study instrument using Moore and
colleagues’1 outcomes framework for
participant satisfaction, declarative and
procedural knowledge, competence,
performance, patient health, and
community health. Next, I abstracted
specifics related to factor analysis
methods using a framework of best
practices derived from the literature18–24:
sample size criteria, model of analysis,
extraction and rotation method, criteria
for factor retention, and factor loadings.

Data abstraction form development
I developed a data abstraction form
and coding manual, informed by best
practices derived from the literature,17–25
and pilot tested them with five sample
articles. An additional trained coder
participated in a second pilot test using
an additional five sample articles. These
pilot tests identified revisions for the
form and manual to improve coding
consistency and data quality.
The final coding manual and data
abstraction form included four sections:
(1) descriptive information about the
article (e.g., journal, construct measured),
(2) educational outcome level (e.g.,
satisfaction, competence),1 (3) factor
analysis methods (e.g., extraction method,
criteria for factor retention), and (4)
other techniques for establishing validity
evidence (e.g., reliability measures,
expert review, predictive or concurrent
criterion validity). Sections two through
four consisted of dichotomous check
boxes for indicating which outcome
levels, factor analysis methods, and other
validity techniques were present in each
article. I used the form and manual to
systematically abstract data from all
articles selected for inclusion in the
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Finally, I coded each article for the
other techniques the researchers applied
for establishing validity evidence.
Historically, instrument validation
included efforts to investigate three
distinct types of validity—content,
criterion, and construct validity—to
establish a measure as reliable and
valid. Conceptual changes in the
measurement field, however, emphasize
that reliability and validity are not
inherent to an instrument but, rather,
represent an interaction between the
measure, the setting, and the sample.26–28
A contemporary perspective emerged,
with recommendations for best practices
in Standards for Educational and
Psychological Testing17 asserting validity
as a contextually specific and unitary
concept supported by accumulated
evidence from five sources: test content,
response process, internal structure,
relationships with other variables,
and consequences of testing. Yet,
traditional terminology associated with
validity types remains in active use
in medical education.10,16,25,29 As such,
I abstracted types of reliability and
validity as reported in the articles. To
illustrate current practices in relation

to contemporary best practices,17 I
mapped the traditional approaches
onto the contemporary framework for
interpretation. A comparison of the
factor analysis methods and other validity
evidence to contemporary best practices
enabled evaluation of current practices.
Results

Of the 907 articles identified through
electronic and hand searches, 62 met
the eligibility criteria after accounting
for duplicates (Figure 1).30–91 Almost
all of the included articles (n = 60;
96.8%) discussed the development of
one instrument, whereas two (3.2%)
discussed the development of two
instruments, resulting in a total of 64
instruments reviewed. Fourteen articles
(22.6%) included more than one factor
analysis; I coded each of these analyses
individually for a total of 95 factor
analyses reviewed. Results are reported in
frequency tables to provide a descriptive
summary of current instrument
development practices in medical
education.
Table 1 describes publication
characteristics as well as constructs
measured and educational outcome
levels assessed. (Article-level details about
respondent type and instruments used in
the studies are provided in Supplemental
Digital Appendix 1, http://links.lww.com/
ACADMED/A98.)
Techniques for establishing validity
evidence
All techniques reported for establishing
reliability and validity evidence are
detailed in Table 2. Results are described
using traditional validity terminology and
are presented according to contemporary
sources of validity evidence.17
Evidence based on test content. For
44 (68.8%) of the 64 instruments,
researchers reported evidence consistent
with a traditional definition of content
validity, including item development
based on a review of the literature (n =
25), review of items by a sample from the
target population (n = 16), and use of
previously tested items (n = 9). However,
using the contemporary framework,
best practices include reporting three
key sources of evidence based on test
content—traditional content validity
plus expert review and pilot testing.17
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based on dimensionality to support
internal structure. Researchers reported
evidence for internal consistency
reliability for almost all (n = 59; 92.2%)
reviewed instruments. Of the seven
single-dimension instruments, internal
consistency reliability was calculated for
six (85.7%); researchers reported at the
total scale level for all six (100%). Of
the 57 multidimensional instruments,
internal consistency reliability was
calculated for 53 (93%). Among these,
internal consistency was calculated at
the total scale level for 16 (30.2%), at
the subscale level for 21 (39.6%), and at
both the total scale and subscale levels
for 16 (30.2%). When estimating internal
consistency, investigators most often
applied Cronbach alpha. Some researchers
used item–scale and item–total
correlations and reliability-if-item-deleted
to determine which items to retain.
Evidence based on consequences of
testing. Researchers did not report
evidence based on consequences of
testing for any of the 64 instruments.
Factor analysis methods
All 95 factor analysis methods reported
in the studies reviewed are presented in
Table 3.
Figure 1 Literature search details. Categories may not be mutually exclusive.

From this perspective, only 9 (14.1%)
of the instruments were supported with
all three endorsed sources of evidence;
23 (35.9%) were supported with one
of these sources and 17 (26.6%) with
two. Authors employed expert review
of items for 24 (37.5%) of the 64
instruments; 19 of these (29.7% of 64)
were accompanied by full description
of the qualifications of the experts
and the process of review. Pilot testing
with the target population occurred
for 16 (25.0%) of the instruments. Face
validity—a term no longer supported
in the contemporary perspective—was
reported as supportive evidence for 11
instruments (17.2%).
Evidence based on relationships
with other variables. Concurrent and
predictive criterion validity and convergent,
discriminant, and divergent validity are
traditional terms related to validity
evidence based on relationships with
other variables. Of these, investigators
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most frequently reported divergent
validity evidence (n = 25/64; 39.1%).
Predictive criterion evidence was not
reported for any instrument.
Evidence based on response process.
Findings related to evidence based
on response process are presented
in Table 2. Interrater and intrarater
reliability were only relevant to six
instruments (9.4%) in studies that
involved multiple raters per evaluand
or multiple evaluands per individual
rater. Of these instruments, interrater
reliability was reported for three
(50.0%); intrarater reliability was
reported for none. As none of the
instruments had multiple forms,
investigators did not report alternateforms reliability.
Evidence based on internal structure.
All studies in this review employed
factor analysis; therefore, reporting for
all 64 instruments included evidence

Sample size. Sample sizes used to run
the 95 factor analyses ranged from
fewer than 100 respondents (n = 13;
13.7%) to more than 500 respondents
(n = 13; 13.7%). Sixty-two (65.3%)
had 300 or fewer respondents. Of
the 87 factor analyses that reported
sample size, 83 (95.4%) provided the
total number of items in the final
instrument, allowing calculation of the
participant-to-item ratio. This value
ranged from 1.54:1 to 3140.45:1, with a
mean of 55.7:1 and a median of 11.55:1;
46 analyses (55.4%) met or exceeded a
10:1 ratio.
Model of analysis and extraction
method. Among the 95 factor analyses,
PCA was the most frequently applied
model and extraction method (n = 60;
63.2%). Investigators described 35 of
the analyses as EFA, yet I determined
that 19 (54.3%) of these 35 were
PCA. Further, researchers incorrectly
reported use of confirmatory factor
analysis (CFA) for three additional
analyses for which the researchers
applied EFA. I found that just
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Table 1
Characteristics of the 62 Medical Education Instrument Development Articles
Employing Factor Analysis and Their 64 Instruments
Number of articles
or instruments

%

2006

10

16.1

2007

10

16.1

2008

9

14.5

2009

22

35.5

2010

11

17.7

Medical Teacher

13

21.0

Academic Medicine

10

16.1

Medical Education

5

8.1

Journal of General Internal Medicine

5

8.1

Advances in Health Sciences Education

2

3.2

Education for Health

2

3.2

Patient Education and Counseling

2

3.2

23

37.1

Characteristic
Year of publication (n = 62)

Journal (n = 62)

Other*
Construct measured by instrument (n = 64)
Clinical specific knowledge, skill, or attitude

10

15.6

Career preference

7

10.9

Professionalism

7

10.9

Educational environment

5

7.8

Instructional quality

5

7.8

Communication and feedback skills

5

7.8

Self-directed/lifelong learning

4

6.3

Empathy

4

6.3

Learning style, behavior, or skill

4

6.3

Interprofessional teams, teams, and team leadership

3

6.3

Patient safety

2

3.1

Educational program quality

2

3.1

Miscellaneous

6

9.4

Level 2: Participant satisfaction

13

20.3

Level 3A: Declarative knowledge/attitude

36

56.3

Level 3B: Procedural knowledge/attitude

0

0

Level 4: Competence

4

6.3

Level 5: Performance

8

12.5

Level 6: Patient health

0

0

Level 7: Community health

0

0

Unclear

3

4.7

Educational outcome level assessed by instrument (n = 64)
†

* Includes 23 journals that each published 1 article included in this review.
†
Educational outcome levels derived from Moore and colleagues.1

Criteria for factor retention. Overall,
42 (44.2%) of the 95 factor analyses
applied one criterion in determining
the number of factors to retain, 30
(31.6%) used two criteria, and 12
(12.6%) considered three or more
criteria. The remaining 11 (11.6%)
failed to report which criteria were
used. The most frequently applied
criteria included the Kaiser criterion
(n = 46; 48.4%),92 Cattell scree
test (n = 35; 33.7%),93 conceptual
meaningfulness of each factor (n =
21; 22.1%),19 and minimum number
of items required per factor (n = 18;
18.9%).20,24
Factor loadings. Thirty-three (34.7%)
of the 95 factor analyses included all
factor loadings for all items, making clear
to the reader the distribution of items
across factors. For example, Carruthers
and colleagues34 reported in their study
that the item “All medical errors should
be reported” loaded on the factor named
“disclosure responsibility.” Thirty
(31.6%) analyses reported only factor
loadings for items that met a certain
criterion, but 32 (33.7%) reported no
factor loadings.
Discussion

The findings of this review indicate a
tendency among medical education
researchers to report validity evidence
based on test content and internal
structure and to exclude investigation
of other evidence, including that based
on response process, relationships
with other variables, and consequences
of testing. Findings related to factor
analysis current practices suggest
common errors in selecting factor
analysis methods and in reporting
evidence. Further, critical omissions
in reporting of information limit the
potential for replication and verification
by other researchers and the evaluation
by educators who may seek to apply the
instrument in their practice.
Validity evidence

16 (16.8%) of the 95 analyses
appropriately employed an exploratory
factor model (see Table 3 for extraction
methods used).
Rotation method. In total, 62 (65.3%)
of the 95 factor analyses interpreted
an orthogonal rotation for the factor
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solution, including 7 (7.4%) that first
explored both orthogonal and oblique
factor rotations. Fewer analyses (n = 20;
21.1%) interpreted an oblique rotation.
Reporting for only 25 analyses (26.3%)
included justification for the selection of
a rotation method based on evidence for
the relationships between factors.

This review provides evidence that
investigators retain the traditional
validity framework to support medical
education instrument development.
For instance, a number of authors
suggested that their findings established
an instrument’s construct validity.
However, from a contemporary
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Table 2
Reported Evidence for Reliability and Validity of 64 Medical Education Instruments
Abstracted Using a Traditional Validity Framework and Mapped to the
Contemporary Framework17 of Validity as a Unitary Concept
Number of
instruments

%

Face validity

11

17.2

Content validity

44

68.8

Expert review

24

37.5

Pilot test

16

25.0

Concurrent criterion validity

6

9.4

Predictive criterion validity

0

0

Convergent evidence

8

12.5

Type of evidence
Evidence based on test content*

Evidence based on relationships with other variables*

Discriminant evidence
Divergent evidence

1

1.6

25

39.1

Evidence based on response process
Intrarater reliability†

0

0

Interrater reliability†

3

50.0

Test–retest reliability*

4

6.3

Test–retest stability*

4

6.3

Questioning test takers about process of response to items (i.e.,
cognitive interviewing)*

5

7.8

Generalizability theory*

4

6.3

59

92.2

0

0

Evidence based on internal structure*
Internal consistency
Alternative-form reliability
* n = 64.
†
Potential n = 6.

perspective,17 all validity evidence
supports construct validity; therefore,
the term construct validity did not
always convey substantial meaning or
communicate which techniques the
study authors applied for establishing
validity. Researchers made infrequent
references to language from the
contemporary sources of validity
evidence (e.g., evidence based on
internal structure,59,61,90 evidence based
on test content59,90). It is unclear why
the transition from the traditional to
the contemporary validity framework,
which was introduced in 1999, has
yet to occur in medical education.
It is necessary, however, to discard
traditional notions of validity types
and replace them with contemporary
best practices that emphasize quality
instrument development through
rigorous reliability and validity testing
across time, settings, and samples in
order to build evidence, supported
by multiple sources, for a measure’s
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intended use.9,13,14,16,94 Although most
instruments included some evidence
based on test content, less than 15%
of reviewed instruments included all
three recommended elements (i.e.,
traditional content validity, expert
review of items, pilot testing). In 20%
of the articles reporting that expert
review was employed, authors did not
fully describe the qualifications of the
experts and the process of review. Pilot
testing, which occurred for just 25% of
the instruments, can present feasibility
challenges, particularly in studies where
access to participants is limited. To the
extent possible, though, pilot testing
or at least review of potential items
by a subset of the target population
is highly preferred to ensure clarity
and relevance of the items prior to
administration.19,25
Empirical analysis to examine the
underlying dimensions of a new
measure is important, and researchers

did conduct variations of factor analysis
in the reviewed studies; however,
conducting an EFA is not, on its own,
sufficient evidence for internal structure.
The researcher must establish, for the
reader, the link between the empirically
derived factor structure and the structure
of the construct informed by the
literature. For example, Donnon and
colleagues40 made clear the relationships
between the seven factors retained for
their Rural Integrated Community
Clerkship questionnaire and the key
themes that emerged from student
interviews during the item development
process. Researchers did not always
include this additional step in the studies
reviewed, which made it difficult to
translate what the factor analysis and
evidence for multiple dimensions added
as supportive evidence, if anything.
Following an EFA, instrument
development should include calculation
of internal consistency,17 and 92% of
the investigators reported this evidence
for the total scale, the subscales,
or both. Cronbach alpha was most
often used, yet it is not necessarily
appropriate for all internal consistency
calculations. Specifically, summation
of total scores is not appropriate
for multidimensional instruments;
therefore, Cronbach alpha should be
limited to subscales95 as demonstrated
in 40% of the multidimensional
instruments in this review. The omega
reliability statistic resolves the issues
of alpha and provides a means of
calculating a more precise measure
of internal consistency for subscales
and total scales for multidimensional
instruments.95 The use of omega was
not identified in this review, and the
statistical calculation is not available
in common social science statistical
software.
Although individual measures of
reliability rule out threats based on
specific sources (e.g., time or multiple
raters), reporting of multiple reliability
measures best supports the argument
for reliability of an instrument.17
Further, generalizability theory applies
a random analysis of variance model
to test the influence of multiple factors
on the reliability of an instrument.
Although generalizability theory was
applied in several of the reviewed
studies, its statistical assumptions
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Table 3
Methods and Reporting of the 95 Factor Analyses Applied in the 62 Medical
Education Instrument Development Articles Reviewed
Number of
factor analyses

% of 95

Sample size
≤100
101–200
201–300

13
25
24

13.7
26.3
25.3

301–400
401–500
≥501

9
3
13

9.5
3.2
13.7

8

8.4

60
16
4
8
1
2
1
16
3

63.2
16.8
4.2
8.4
1.1
2.1
1.1
16.8
3.2

55
61
1
20
7
17
2
1
7

57.9
64.2
1.1
21.1
7.4
17.9
2.1
1.1
7.4

1
10
2

1.1
10.5
2.1

4
2
46
35
1
1
4
5

4.2
2.1
48.4
33.7
1.1
1.1
4.2
5.3

18
21
3
1
1
1
11

18.9
22.1
3.2
1.1
1.1
1.1
11.6

33
30
31

34.7
31.6
32.6

Factor analysis methods and reporting

Unclear
Extraction method
Principal components analysis (PCA)
Exploratory factor analysis (EFA)*
Principal axis factoring (PAF)
Maximum likelihood
Weighted least squares
Unweighted least squares
Combination of PCA and PAF†
Not reported
Unclear
Rotation method
Orthogonal‡
Varimax
Not reported
Oblique‡
Promax
Direct oblimin
Not reported
Unclear
Combination orthogonal and oblique§
No rotation
Not reported
Unclear
Criteria for factor retention
Previous theory
A priori
Kaiser criterion: Eigenvalue > 1 rule92
Cattell scree test93
Cattell-Nelson-Gorsuch objective scree21
Minimum average partial108
Parallel analysis107
Minimum proportion of variance accounted for in
solution
Minimum number of items per factor
Conceptual interpretability/meaningfulness
Chi-square statistic
Mokken scale analysis112
Simple structure
Minimum internal consistency per scale
Not reported
Factor loadings reported
All factor loadings for all items
Limited loadings
None

* The EFA total indicates those analyses that employed an EFA extraction method (e.g., PAF, maximum likelihood)
but does not include the PCAs that authors of reviewed articles incorrectly termed EFA.
†
For this instance, both PCA and PAF extraction methods were applied; the PAF solution was interpreted.
‡
Orthogonal and oblique totals indicate the number of factor solutions interpreted using each class of rotation
methods; subcategories reflect the number of factor rotations applied using each rotation type.
§
Specific rotation types are included under the broader orthogonal and oblique categories.
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often are not met in social science
data, which limits its applicability.25
Test–retest reliability and stability are,
however, accessible. Although additional
planning is required to incorporate
these calculations in the research design,
most medical education scenarios
should provide this opportunity;
yet, in this review, most investigators
failed to design for this data collection.
Approximately 10% of the instruments
reviewed did include either multiple
raters for an individual or a single rater
who rated multiple individuals, but
interrater and intrarater reliabilities
were not consistently reported.
Researchers reported evidence based
on relationships with other variables
for few instruments within this review.
Specifically, although divergent
validity supported roughly 40% of
the instruments, most instruments
did not have supporting criterion,
discriminant, and convergent
evidence. This is unfortunate. The
relationship between the measure and
a theoretically related or unrelated
measure, the demonstration of the
measure’s ability to predict relevant
performance, and/or evidence of group
differences in scores based on previous
theory provide important support for
proposed inferences. For example, Lie
and colleagues61 found scores on the
Interpreter Scale—an interpreter-led
assessment of medical student skills in
working with interpreters—correlated
with scores on the patient-completed
Interpreter Impact Rating Scale and the
faculty-completed Faculty Observer
Rating Scale; this provides convergent
evidence in support of the instrument.
Further, Haidet and colleagues47
examined both concurrent criterion
and discriminant validity evidence of
the CONNECT instrument through
testing of hypothesized relationships
between subscale scores and previously
validated instruments. In general,
evidence based on relationships with
other variables is only as strong as
the reliability and validity of the
associated variables. Therefore, for
the instruments reviewed, perhaps
the researchers did not identify in the
literature rigorously tested measures to
apply to investigate validity based on
relationships with other variables.
It should be noted that almost all
instruments included in this review
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were new or revised from an original
version. This implies that the first step
in establishing evidence for validity
would include work on the new or
revised instrument’s content, structure,
and relationship to the theoretical
foundation. It is possible that the authors
of the studies reviewed are conducting
further research with these instruments
to provide additional evidence; however,
this cannot be commented on given
the available evidence. What can be
reiterated is the importance of pursuing
validity evidence from each source
to the extent possible and working to
develop a body of literature that uses
an instrument across relevant samples
and contexts to help improve medical
educators’ or researchers’ confidence in
the conclusions they draw from these
measures.
Factor analysis
Factor analysis is a large-sample
procedure, yet just 25% of analyses in this
review met the recommended minimum
sample size of 300 participants.18,24
Larger sample sizes generally produce
more stable factor structures and better
approximate population parameters.
As an alternative metric to absolute
sample sizes, participant-to-item ratios
from 3:1 to 10:1 are considered best
practice.21,96–98 Although absolute sample
size recommendations were not met,
more than 50% of analyses in this review
met or exceeded the 10:1 recommended
participant-to-item ratio.
In selecting factor analysis methods to
apply to the sample data, PCA was the
predominant model of analysis and
extraction method used in the reviewed
analyses, despite clear statements in the
literature that PCA is not appropriate
for instrument development.20,21,96,99–105
Only 17% of the studies appropriately
employed EFA, as determined by
this review. Some authors misused
terminology and reported that they
conducted EFA when they actually
used PCA. These two models are
not interchangeable: PCA tends to
inflate factor loadings, underestimate
correlations between factors, and retain
error in the model, limiting the potential
for the factor structure to be replicated in
other samples or confirmed through CFA.
Further, when data quality is poor, PCA
and EFA may lead to distinctly different
results (e.g., different subscale and total
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scores on an assessment) that can affect
the application of an instrument in
research and practice.96,104,105
Within the exploratory factor model,
selection of a rotation method should
derive from theoretical or empirical
evidence that may suggest correlations,
or the lack thereof, between factors.
General guidance in the social sciences
literature suggests that an oblique
rotation is preferred to an orthogonal
rotation at first, based on the assumed
correlations within sociopsychological
constructs.5,23,24 If evidence suggests that
factors are unrelated, an orthogonal
rotation may be interpreted instead.
Findings from this review indicate
that researchers most often applied
orthogonal rotations, specifically varimax
rotations. Roughly 20% of the analyses
included use of oblique rotations. Only
about 25% of the analyses reported
evidence-based justification for the
selected rotation method. Further, some
analyses employed orthogonal rotations
despite evidence to suggest correlations
between factors; this can lead to inflated
factor loadings that may influence the
interpreted solution and subsequent
score calculations.
For nearly 50% of the factor analyses,
investigators used only a single criterion
to determine the number of factors to
retain from the rotated solution. They
most often employed the Cattell scree
test93 and Kaiser eigenvalue greater than
one rule,92 though the latter has been
largely discredited as the least accurate
criterion.19,20,23,106 Both of these methods
tend to overestimate the number of
factors to retain, particularly as the
number of variables increases. Only a
handful of studies made use of more
robust, accurate options: for example,
parallel analysis107 (i.e., generating a
random data set and corresponding
scree plot using the same number of
participants and variables as the real data
set and retaining no real data factors that
explain less variance than the factors
from the random data) or minimum
average partial108 (i.e., extracting factors
until all common variance is represented
in the extracted factors and only unique
variance remains in the matrix). These
tools are not included in most statistical
software packages and, therefore, are not
readily available to most researchers.

Once select factors are retained using
multiple recommended criteria, all factor
loadings for all items must be reported
to best interpret and potentially replicate
the factor solution. However, more than
33% of the reviewed analyses failed to
provide these complete data, instead
reporting loadings only for items that
were retained in the factor solution.
Further, about 33% of the analyses
reported none of the factor loadings;
most often, this occurred when the
items were not included in the article
reviewed. Without this information, it
is difficult for the reader to understand
which items belong to which factor, how
to handle items that did not load on a
factor in future administrations of the
instrument, and how to calculate subscale
scores—essentially, future application of
the instrument is limited.
Limitations
The findings and conclusions from this
study are tempered by the limitations of
this review. The Standards of Educational
and Psychological Testing17 provided the
framework for the review of reliability
and validity evidence. Although this
contemporary perspective should
drive medical education instrument
development, it is evident in previous
literature10,16,25,29 and in this review
that traditional validity terminology
remains predominant in the medical
education literature. Some efforts
have been made to communicate
the contemporary perspective to
medical education researchers and
practitioners,9,12–14,25,29,94,109–111 yet their
exposure to these concepts may be
limited, which may influence the scope
of techniques for establishing validity
evidence identified in this review. Further,
this review’s eligibility criteria limited its
scope to instrument development articles
that specifically employed EFA. Because
EFA is a technique most appropriate in
the early developmental stages of a new
or revised instrument, researchers may be
unlikely to engage in longitudinal analysis
or further data collection that would
allow for investigation of some sources of
validity evidence.
Conclusions

In conclusion, what seems to be lacking
in current medical education instrument
development practice is evidence to
indicate how scores on the instrument
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relate to other theoretically related or
unrelated variables, how scores may
predict important expected outcomes,
or whether scores remain stable or
change over time as anticipated by
the theoretical understanding of
the construct. Investigation of these
sources of evidence, which are critical
to the development of a well-rounded
argument for the reliability and validity
of an instrument, requires resources
and more complex research designs,
including longitudinal designs. Moving
forward, researchers are encouraged to
build bodies of research around these
and other measurements. Further,
this review’s findings suggest that the
evidence available to support construct
validity based on internal structure often
rests on inappropriate factor analysis
methodology (when methodology is
reported). Yet, medical educators and
other readers may not be expected to
understand the complexities of factor
analysis. This point, coupled with
these findings, highlights the need for
development of additional expertise
within the medical education research
community and a peer-review process
that selects for sound methodological
techniques. Researchers and educators
should be cautious in adopting and
applying instruments from the literature
without carefully considering the
available supporting evidence. Peer
reviewers should be asked to promote
instrument development research more
consistent with best practices. Aligning
current practices in factor analysis
and other techniques for establishing
validity evidence with best practices can
improve instrumentation and lead to
better informed inferences about learners
and programs across the continuum of
medical education.
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